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NEW QUESTION: 1
RS is a travel company providing daily tours of a major
European capital city. The market is highly competitive and RS
has commissioned some market research to help with the pricing
decision for a new tour. The research identified the
probability of three possible market conditions and the number
of tickets that would be sold each day at three different price
levels.
Demonstrate,
which ticket
A. RS should
B. RS should

using a decision tree and based on expected value,
price RS should choose.
charge a ticket price of $80.
charge a ticket price of $90.

C. RS should charge a ticket price of $100.
D. RS should charge a ticket price of $70.
E. RS should charge a ticket price of $75
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
https://www.vrelearnonline.com/cima-p1-104-20/

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
AWS Identity and Access Management is a web service which
allows organizations to manage users and user permissions for
various AWS services. The IAM group allows the organization to
specify permissions for a collection of users. With the below
mentioned policy, it will allow the group full access (Admin to
all AWS services).

NEW QUESTION: 3
Ihr Netzwerk enthÃ¤lt eine Active Directory-DomÃ¤ne mit dem
Namen contoso.com. Alle DomÃ¤nencontroller sind DNS-Server und
hosten Active Directory-integrierte Zonen (oder die DomÃ¤ne).
Die Zone ermÃ¶glicht sichere und nicht sichere dynamische
Updates. Die DomÃ¤ne enthÃ¤lt mehrere DHCP-Server. Sie planen
die Bereitstellung von 200 Linux-Computern. Der Name jedes
Computers wird in registriert Die DNS-Zone von contoso.com Die
Computer erhalten ihre IP-Konfiguration vom DHCP-Server.
Sie mÃ¼ssen die DNS-EintrÃ¤ge der Linux-Server vor

versehentlichem Ãœberschreiben durch einen anderen Server mit
demselben Namen schÃ¼tzen. Die Linux-Server mÃ¼ssen daran
gehindert werden, sich direkt im DNS zu registrieren.
Was tun? Um zu antworten, wÃ¤hlen Sie die entsprechenden
Optionen im Antwortbereich aus.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
A solution architect works for a government agency that has
strict recovery requirement. All Amazon Elastic Block Store
(Amazon EBS) snapshots are required to be saved in at least two
additional AWS Regions. The agency also is required to maintain
the lowest possible operational overhead.
Which solution meets These requirements?
A. Use Amazon EventBridge (Amazon cloudWatch events) to
schedule an AWS Lambda function to copy the EBS snapshots to
the additional Regions.
B. Schedule Amazon EC2 image Builder to run once daily to
create an AMI and copy the AMI to the additional Regions.
C. Configure a policy in Amazon Data lifecycle Manager (Amazon
DLM) to run once dairy to copy the EBS snapshots to the
additional Regions
D. Set up AWS Backup to create the EBS snapshots. Configure
Amazon S3 cross-Region replicator to copy the EBS snapshots to
the additional Regions
Answer: A
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